ABSTRACT UV absorption studies with the FUSE satellite have made important observations of H 2 molecular gas in Galactic interstellar translucent and diffuse clouds. Observations of the 158 µm [C ii] fine structure line with Herschel trace the same H 2 molecular gas in emission. We present [C ii] observations along 27 lines of sight (LOSs) towards target stars of which 25 have FUSE H 2 UV absorption. Two stars have only HST STIS C iiλ2325 absorption data. We detect [C ii] 158 µm emission features in all but one target LOS. For three target LOSs which are close to the Galactic plane, |b| < 1
1. INTRODUCTION The evolution of interstellar clouds can be broadly classified into four different evolutionary stages as diffuse atomic, diffuse molecular, translucent, and dense molecular clouds. The diffuse molecular and translucent clouds represent stages where the gas is primarily molecular hydrogen (Snow & McCall 2006) and UV radiation is present throughout the cloud. However, these diffuse and translucent H 2 clouds have been difficult to study throughout the Galaxy because H 2 does not emit under typical cloud temperatures, and CO, an important surrogate for H 2 in regions of higher extinction, is virtually absent due to UV photodissociation. Instead these clouds have primarily been studied locally (within ∼1 kpc) by visual and UV absorption lines against a bright background source. It has been proposed that Giant Molecular Cloud (GMC) formation, and thus the star formation rate in galaxies, is regulated by thermal pressure in the interstellar medium, or ISM (Cox 2005; Blitz & Rosolowsky 2006) . Cloud formation over large scales depends on the thermal and dynamical state of the interstellar gas which in turn is modulated by heating and cooling rates, the gravitational potential, and turbulent and thermal pressures. Thus to more fully understand the thermodynamic state of the Galactic ISM and its relation to star formation, it is important to evaluate the pressure over the full extent of the disk. At present, the variation of thermal pressure throughout the Milky Way is observationally poorly defined. Gerin et al. (2015) have used the 158 µm [C ii] absorption spectra observed by HIFI towards a few se- lected Galactic objects to derive the thermal pressure in the diffuse ISM. In the solar neighborhood (∼1 kpc) measurements of the thermal gas pressure have been made with C i UV absorption spectra towards a sample of about 89 selected target stars (Jenkins et al. 1983; Jenkins & Tripp 2001 , 2011 and CO UV absorption towards 76 stars (Goldsmith 2013) .
In this paper we develop a different approach to measuring the thermal pressure that relies on emission from [C ii], the fine structure emission line of ionized carbon at 158 µm (1.9 THz). To test this approach we observed spectrally resolved [C ii] with the Heterodyne Instrument in the Far Infrared (HIFI, de Graauw et al. (2010) ) on the Herschel Space Observatory 2 (Pilbratt et al. 2010 ) towards a sample of 25 lines of sight (LOS) with H 2 column densities previously derived from Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) UV absorption observations (Rachford et al. 2002; Sheffer et al. 2008) and two from those observed in C iiλ2325 absorption by HST STIS ). The advantage of [C ii] is that it is observed in emission and so can probe the thermal pressure across the Milky Way. The large-scale Herschel [C ii] survey of the Milky Way (GOT C+; see Langer et al. (2010) ) has shown that [C ii] emission can be apportioned among the different phases of the interstellar medium Pineda et al. 2010 Pineda et al. , 2013 Velusamy et al. 2010; and that a significant fraction is attributed to the emission from diffuse and translucent H 2 clouds.
By combining our HIFI [C ii] emission spectra with FUSE and STIS direct detections of H 2 or + in absorption we can References: (1) Rachford et al. (2002 Rachford et al. ( , 2009 better constrain many of the physical conditions in the clouds including the density and pressure of the H i and H 2 gas components. The availability of the thermal pressure and density in the literature from the C i and CO data on a subset of our [C ii] sample allows us to verify our approach. This validation is a step forward in the interpretation of [C ii] emission as a viable alternative to H 2 absorption studies of diffuse molecular clouds in the Galaxy. An outline of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present the pointed observations towards the target selections and on-the-fly (OTF) spectral line mapping along three LOSs, and describe the data reduction. In Section 3 we present the [C ii] spectra for all 27 LOSs and spatial-velocity maps towards three targets. For the three mapped LOSs we compare the distributions of [C ii] with publicly available H i and 12 CO or 13 CO data. We analyze and interpret the [C ii] intensities to derive the thermal pressures and densities using H 2 column densities measured in the UV absorption. In Section 4 we present a comparison of the thermal pressures derived by [C ii] data with those available from the C i survey. We summarize our results in Section 5.
OBSERVATIONS
Our sample consists of the 25 FUSE targets with the highest H 2 column densities and two (HD 37021 & HD 37061) from the C iiλ2325 sample for which there are no FUSE H 2 absorption data. In Table 1 we list the target lines-of-sight (LOSs) selected from available FUSE and STIS UV absorption studies of H 2 (Rachford et al. 2002; Sheffer et al. 2008) and C iiλ2325 ) towards more heavily reddened diffuse clouds. The target distances in Table 1 are those available in Sheffer et al. (2008) or in more recent papers (e.g. Jenkins & Tripp 2011) and for a few are estimated from parallax given in the SIMBAD online data base. Though we do not use the distances in our analysis we include them here to give an overall view of the distribution of our target selection. The H i column densities and their reference sources are also given in Table 1 . When available we use H i column densities derived from profile fitting of the naturally broadened wings of the Lyα absorption spectra (e.g. Diplas & Savage 1994; Cartledge et al. 2004) . The H 2 rotational temperatures T 01 (H 2 ) are from FUSE H 2 absorption data in Rachford et al. (2002 Rachford et al. ( , 2009 and Sheffer et al. (2008) . For HD 37021 & HD 37061 we list the typical value ∼ 70 K. Although these two targets are severely confused by the overall emission from the Orion molecular cloud, we include them here as examples of PDR environments close to some of the FUSE target stars. We do not have the H 2 column density for these two target LOS but the + column density measurements are available from the STIS UV absorption Sofia et al. (2004 Sofia et al. ( , 2011 Parvathi et al. (2012) . In Table 1 we list the + column densities for 15 targets, 8 estimated from UV + absorption spectra (Sofia et al. & 2011 Parvathi et al. 2012 ) and for 7 the + column densities are derived from scaling O i and/or S ii (Jenkins & Tripp 2011) .
The observations of the fine-structure transition of C + ( 2 P 3/2 -2 P 1/2 ) at 1900.5369 GHz, reported here were made with the HIFI band 7b instrument (de Graauw et al. 2010) on Herschel (Pilbratt et al. 2010) . The [C ii] spectra were obtained using the Wide Band Spectrometer with 0.22 km s −1 velocity resolution over 350 km s −1 . For each target we used the Load CHOP (HPOINT) with a sky reference at ∼1.
• 4 to 2 • off from the target. To minimize the off source emission in the HPOINT spectra of 4 targets we used the OFF position from the GOT C+ survey (cf. Pineda et al. 2013 ). In the case of 8 targets which had a second target close to it within 2
• we used a common off position for each pair. This choice helped us to constrain any off source emission which, if present, would appear equally in both HPOINT spectra. For 12 targets we observed two HPOINT spectra using an off position at ±1
• in right ascension and ±1
• in declination. HIFI Band 7 utilized Hot Electron Bolometer (HEB) mixers which produced strong electrical standing waves with characteristic periods of ∼320 MHz that depend on the signal power. Prior to the release of HIPE-13 the Level 2 [C ii] spectra provided by the Herschel Science Center show these residual waves. Our data were processed in HIPE-14 using the standard HIFI pipeline, which minimizes these residual waves. We used a new feature in HIPE-14 that mitigates the HEB electronic standing wave in band 7 (at the [C ii] frequency) as part of the standard pipe line. Any residual optical standing waves in the Level 2 spectra were removed by applying the fitHifiFringe task to the Level 2 data to produce satisfactory baselines. The H-and V-polarization data were processed separately and combined only after applying fitHifiFringe. We also extracted the OFF-source spectrum to examine and correct for any [C ii] spectral contamination due to the OFFsource subtraction.
For three targets (HD 115071, HD 168076 & HD 170740) which are close to the Galactic plane (|b| < 1.
• 0) we observed an OTF 6 arcmin longitudinal scan centered at the target star positions. All HIFI OTF scans were made in the LOAD-CHOP mode using a reference off-source position from the GOT C+ survey (cf. Langer et al. 2014 ) which were about 1 to 2 degrees away in latitude. The OTF 6 arcmin scans are sampled every 20 arcsec and the total duration of each OTF scan was typically ∼2000 sec.
We processed the OTF scan map data following the procedure discussed in . Using the HIPE-14 Level 2 data (which are already corrected for the HEB standing waves) the [C ii] maps were made as "spectral line cubes" using the standard mapping scripts in HIPE. Any residual HEB and optical standing waves in the "gridded" map spectra were minimized further by applying fitHifiFringe to the individual spectra in the gridded scan map. The H-and V-polarization data were processed separately and were combined only after applying fitHifiFringe to the gridded data. This approach minimizes the standing wave residues in the scan maps by taking into account the standing wave differences between H-and V-polarization. We then used the processed spectral line data cubes to make longitude-velocity (l-V) maps of the [C ii] emission as a function of the longitude range in each of the 3 OTF scan observations. For HIFI observations we used the Wide Band Spectrometer (WBS) with a spectral resolution of 1.1 MHz for all the scan maps. The final l-V maps presented here were restored with a velocity resolution of 1 km s −1 . At 1.9 THz the angular resolution of the Herschel telescope is 12
′′ , but the [C ii] OTF observations employed 20 ′′ sampling. Such fast scanning results in an undersampled scan, and broadening of the effective beam size along the scan direction (Mangum et al. 2007) . Therefore all [C ii] maps have been restored with an effective beam size corresponding to twice the 20 ′′ sampling interval along the scan direction. Thus the shorter integration time per pixel in the final OTF maps restored with an 40 ′′ beam and 1 km s −1 wide channels yields an rms ∼0.22 K for T mb which is slightly larger than in the HPOINT mode.
To compare the distribution of the C + gas with the atomic and molecular gas we use the 12 CO and H i 21 cm data in the southern Galactic plane surveys available in public archives. For HD 115071 the 12 CO(1-0) data are taken from the Threemm Ultimate Mopra Milky Way Survey 3 (ThrUMMS) observed with the 22m Mopra telescope (Barnes et al. 2011) and the H i 21 cm data are taken from the Southern Galactic Plane Survey (SGPS) observed with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (McClure-Griffiths et al. 2005) . For the other two targets we use H i 21 cm data from the VLA Galactic plane survey (VGPS) (Stil et al. 2006 ) and the 13 CO(1-0) data from the Galactic Ring Survey (GRS) (Jackson et al. 2006 ). 4 . In these spectra, except for a few target LOSs, we detect weak to strong [C ii] emission features at multiple velocities. Unfortunately, the FUSE UV H 2 absorption data do not have velocity resolved spectral information to make direct comparison of the velocity features in the [C ii] emission spectra with the H 2 gas seen in UV absorption. However, to identify V LS R velocities of the [C ii] emission from the H 2 gas seen in absorption we can use available velocity resolved atomic and molecular UV absorption spectra towards our target stars, because these species are associated with diffuse gas. Here we primarily use CH or CH + , and if these are not available, atomic O i , Na i, or K i absorption spectra. We can then associate the V LS R velocity ranges over which absorption is detected in any of these spectra with the corresponding HIFI [C ii] emission spectral features. In the spectra in Figures 1 to 5 the UV absorption velocity range for each target derived from these tracers is marked by a horizontal double arrow. For most target stars we use the velocity resolved absorption data available in the online catalog of spectra 5 compiled by Welty (2016) and the references therein. Whenever possible we use the high-resolution CH λ4300 line absorption spectra because, like most hydrides, it is present in diffuse molecular clouds (cf. Gerin et al. 2016 ) and shows a linear relationship between CH and H 2 column densities for A V < 4 mag. (e.g. Federman 1982; Rachford et al. 2002; Sheffer et al. 2008) . Furthermore, for the [C ii] spectra in a few targets the identified V LS R velocities near V LS R =0 extend to positive and negative values which appear inconsistent with predicted velocity ranges for kinematic distances towards these target LOS if we assume circular Galactic orbits and a simple Galactic rotation curve. However, if we adopt the V LS R velocities inferred from available directly observed UV absorption spectra it eliminates the need to model non-circular or peculiar velocities which will likely introduce more uncertainties.
By selecting only the absorption velocity range of the tracers of H 2 gas we can thus exclude any [C ii] emission features along the LOS that are not associated with the H 2 gas observed by FUSE. However, this exclusion is true only for LOS toward the outer Galaxy because we obtain a unique kinematic distance for any given V LS R using the V LS R -distance relationship derived by assuming circular Galactic orbits and using a simple Galactic rotation curve. For the LOS toward the inner Galaxy there is degeneracy in the V LS R -distance relationship resulting in a near-and far-distance solution (e.g. Roman-Duval et al. 2009 ). In our FUSE-H 2 sample, of the 26 Galactic LOSs with [C ii] detections, 14 LOSs are toward the outer Galaxy with no distance ambiguity in associating [C ii] emission velocity with H 2 gas, while 12 are towards the inner Galaxy which are affected by the near-and far-distance ambiguity in the location of [C ii] emission whether it is between the target star and observer. Thus the V LS R velocities, marked in Figs. 1 to 5, provide distances to two regions along each LOS, one at the far-distance (typically > 10 kpc) beyond the target star and the second region at near-distance between the star and observer. In these target sights the [C ii] ] emission detected at a given V LS R can originate from the gas at the near-distance (between the target and observer) or at the far-distance beyond the target or may include emission from both near-and far-distance sources. We calculate the nearand far-distances for the V LS R velocities shown in the [C ii] spectra in Figs 1 to 5 and estimate their z-distance above or below the Galactic plane using their LOS Galactic latitude and far-distances which are typically > 10 kpc. Except for HD 115071 and HD 192639, in all other target LOSs any gas at the far-distance would be located at |z| > 150 pc (up to a few kpc in many cases) where little diffuse H 2 gas is likely be present derived a scale height of 100 pc for diffuse H 2 using the GOT C+ [C ii] survey-see their Figure 15 and Table 3 ). Therefore, we conclude that for all but two LOS, the [C ii] emission identified by the V LS R velocities do not contain much, if any, contamination from any other sources beyond the target stars. In the case of HD 115071 and HD 192639 the far-distance gas if present would be at z = 25 pc and 100 pc, respectively. If the emissions in the near-and far distances are roughly equal, the [C ii] intensities, which are assumed to be in the near-distance in our analysis, are overestimated by a factor of two. In this case the thermal pressures derived from [C ii] intensities for these two LOSs (Table 2 ) assuming all emission is in front of the target star are higher than the mean value for thermal pressure (see Section 4.1). On the other hand, if we have to correct their [C ii] intensities for contribution from far-distance gas their thermal pressures would be lower but still consistent with our results and conclusions.
In each spectrum in Figs. 1 to 5 the baseline used is marked by the horizontal line through zero intensity. These baselines were first fitted in the HIPE data processing using the full useable velocity range (> 160 km s −1 ) as part of the fitHifiFringe task which also removes the residual standing waves in the spectra. For a few LOSs the baselines were then improved by fitting over a narrower velocity range (∼ 50 km s −1 ) centered near the V LS R of the H 2 gas. We caution that some of the low level velocity features (T mb < 0.2 K) in the spectra may be residual standing waves and may not be real. It may be noted that the rms noise estimates (in Table 2 ) exclude the low level • of the plane) and therefore for these regions there exist high angular resolution ancillary H i 21 cm and some CO map data. The [C ii] maps allow us to resolve spatially the diffuse H 2 gas detected in the LOS UV absorption spectra. The availability of the H i 21 cm and CO maps allow us to further characterize the diffuse H 2 molecular cloud. The (l-V) maps of [C ii] intensity in T mb and the corresponding H i 21 cm and CO maps (when available) are shown as color maps in T mb . The spectra shown in Figures 3 to 5 have lower rms noise than those in the (l-V) maps because of the longer integration used for the pointed observations compared to the OTF scans. Furthermore, [C ii] emission in these pointed spectra correspond to a narrow beam (12 ′′ ×12 ′′ ) while the (l-V) maps have a larger beam size of (40 ′′ ×12 ′′ ) (see Section 2). All three (l-V) maps show a clear detection of [C ii] at the velocities of the H 2 absorption. In addition, we detect [C ii] features at velocities corresponding to the inner Galaxy and many have associated CO counterparts. However, for both HD 115071 and HD 170740 there is no detectable CO matching the H 2 absorption clouds, confirming that these are diffuse clouds with very little or no CO in them. Here we discuss only the [C ii] features associated with the FUSE H 2 absorption.
[C ii] intensity analysis and H 2 cloud properties
A direct method to measure the density and temperature in H 2 clouds, and therefore their thermal pressure, is by observing several transitions of one or more gas probes that have the right energy spacing and collisional rate coefficients that probe the relevant parameter range. + has a fine-structure transition at 158 µm that arises from the 2 P 3/2 level at an energy of 91.21 K, comparable to the kinetic temperatures in the diffuse and translucent clouds. It has been used to study the physical conditions in the ISM across the Galaxy (cf. Pineda et al. 2013; Langer et al. 2014) as well as in the Galactic Center (cf. García et al. 2016; Langer et al. 2017) . Because + has only one fine-structure transition, [C ii] emission can only be used to derive one of three key physical parameters of the gas, either density, kinetic temperature, or column density as a function of the other two. For example, Gerin et al. (2015) derive the thermal pressures using C + column densities measured from the [C ii] absorption data, with auxiliary assumptions about density, temperature, and the H i source. However, in the case of [C ii] observed in emission, as shown by Langer et al. (2014) , there are regimes in densitytemperature space where [C ii] can be used to estimate the product of density and temperature, or the thermal pressure, P th = nT , if one knows the + or H 2 column density. (We adopt the notation P th in units of K cm −3 to express pressure divided by Boltzmann's constant). In an Appendix we extend the treatment of Langer et al. (2014) and give a general solution applicable to a wider range of cloud conditions. Here we employ this approach as it applies to the lines of sight to the FUSE target stars and compare the pressures derived from [C ii] emission to those using UV absorption lines. Table 2 . I([C ii]) is detected at the 5-σ level or better for most targets, for three at the 3-to 4-σ level, with one non-detection for HD 147683. In a few cases the [C ii] detections are marginal considering the presence of other comparable velocity features in the spectra. Nevertheless, they are statistically significant for studying the thermal pressures as the marginal detections can be used to determine upper limits to thermal pressure.
The [C ii] intensities integrated over the V LS R ranges of the H 2 UV absorption, in addition to the emission from the H 2 cloud (+ excited by H 2 collisions), includes some emission from the H i gas along the line of sight (+ excited by H collisions). We can thus write the observed [C ii] intensity as Figure 6 we show a scatter plot of the total [C ii] intensity (I([C ii]) obs ) against the H i column density N(H i). We do not see any strong correlation to suggest that there is any dominant contribution to I(CII) obs from the H i column densities. However, the lower envelope of the scatter plot suggests there is a small contribution to I(CII) obs that increases slowly with N(H i) as indicated by the solid line in Figure 6 . We can therefore use Eq. A.9 to quantify the H i contribution in terms of H i number distribution of their pressure estimates have a mean value of P th = 3800 K cm −3 . Because C i is present in H 2 molecular gas rather than in the atomic H i gas this value is more representative of diffuse molecular clouds. However, 10% of their sample (about 9 target LOSs) have much lower values in the range of 900 to 2500 with a mean of value of 2000 K cm −3 . Since the pressure in the H i gas is likely to be lower we assume the lower values in the JT2011 pressure distribution and for our analysis of [C ii] in H i gas adopt P th ∼2000 K cm −3 . The I(CII) HI computed using this value for thermal pressure in H i as a function of N(H i) is shown in Figure 6 as the solid line which also fits well the lower envelope of the observed [C ii] intensity versus N(H i). To determine I([C ii]) HI we use the low density solution (Eq. A.9). Thus, using a gas pressure P th = 2000 K cm −3 for atomic clouds and expressing H i column density in units of 10 20 cm −2 , we can reduce Eq. A.9 to,
For each target LOS we estimate the I(CII) HI in the H i gas component from Eq. 2 using the respective H i column densities in Table 1 column 4. In principle we can now compute the I(CII) H 2 using these values for I(CII) HI . However, it should be noted that the H i column density used in Eq. 2 corresponds to the entire path length between observer and the target star while the observed velocity integrated [C ii] emission is over a smaller path length limited to the narrow V LS R range of the UV absorption features. Ideally we should use the H i column density integrated over the same V LS R range used to measure the [C ii] intensity. The H i column density derived from extinction or Lα observations represents an integration over a much wider V LS R range, corresponding to that between heliocentric zero to target radial velocity while the diffuse H 2 cloud is located over a narrower velocity range. Therefore the H i contribution within the V LS R range of the [C ii] emission is overestimated. Indeed for the three LOS for which we have high angular resolution H i spectra (Figs. 3 to 5 ) the fraction of N(H i) seen in extinction within the [C ii] emission V LS R range is 68% (HD 170740), 12% (HD168076), and 60% (HD115071) of the total velocity range to the target. The [C ii] intensity from the H i for all our LOSs varies between 0.1 K km s −1 to 1.7 K km s −1 . However it is not likely that all of this H i contribution is overlapping the H 2 gas component seen in the [C ii] emission. We can then assume the true value of the [C ii] intensity in the H 2 gas is between the total observed and that corrected for H i contribution; here we use the average value:
For the three LOSs for which we have higher angular resolution H i spectra the full (100%) I(CII) HI is subtracted. In Table 2 we give the observed [C ii] intensities integrated over the V LS R range as indicated in the spectra in Figs. 1 to 5, [C ii] intensity from the H i gas component and the H i corrected [C ii] intensities (Eq. 3) in the H 2 gas, I(CII) H 2 . Half of the contribution in the H i gas is added to the uncertainty in the estimate of I(CII) H 2 . The 1-σ uncertainty in [C ii] intensity from rms noise alone is in the range 0.2 to 0.5 K km s −1 . The 1-σ error in Table 2 includes the uncertainties from the noise and the estimated H i contribution.
[C ii] cloud intensities and H 2 cloud pressure & density
In Figure 7 we show the measured I([C ii]) H 2 for each target LOS plotted against the respective N(H 2 ). The data in Fig. 7 show some scatter in the observed [C ii] emission for any given H 2 column density in the diffuse cloud. The lack of a tight correlation between the [C ii] intensities and H 2 column densities may be the result of a wide range of pressures in the individual LOSs and at high [C ii] intensities due to the influence of the target star itself creating a high pressure PDR environment. To understand better the scatter in Fig. 7 we estimate the predicted I([C ii]) H 2 as a function of N(H 2 ) using Eq. A.8 (for the low density solution in Appendix A and using N(H 2 ) as proxy for N(+ )) for several values of thermal pressure in H 2 gas. As discussed in Section 4. To analyze the thermal pressures and their distribution in our FUSE H 2 sample we determine the values of P th in each LOS. Since we have estimates of the H 2 gas temperatures (T 01 ) from the excited levels of H 2 , T 01 (H 2 ) for this analysis we do not use the the low density solution in Appendix A. Instead we use the general solution Eq. B.2 (from Appendix B) for the thermal gas pressure and density, substituting N(+ ) = 4.4×10 −4 N(H 2 ), temperature functions f (T), b(T) with corresponding values for T 01 and using n cr (H 2 )= 4500 cm −3 , and a 0 =3.28×10 −16 :
where P th is the cloud pressure expressed in K cm −3 and the temperature functions are f (T ) = T 01 −1 e −91.21/T 01 ; and b(T ) = 1 + 0.5e 91.21/T 01 . Finally, the volume density n(H 2 ) is derived from the P th obtained from the general solution as n(H 2 ) = P th /T 01 cm −3 . The derived pressures and densities are summarized in Table  2 . The uncertainty includes only that in the [C ii] intensity and does not include the uncertainty in the H 2 column density, kinetic temperature, or + fractional abundance. In most cases the overall uncertainty is ∼ 20%. Note that the first term in Eq 4 is the same as the solution for the low density approximation. For 3 out of the total 26 LOSs the [C ii] intensities are too high, I([C ii]) H 2 /N 20 (H 2 ) is > 7, and for values beyond 7 the general solution (Eq. 4) fails. Therefore, for these three target LOSs (HD 37021, HD 37061 & HD 37903) we show the values derived from the low density approximation which gives a lower bound. These and a few other high pressure LOSs are identified with the spectral type of target star which is also the exciting source of a PDR environment as discussed in Section 4.3. In general as shown in Appendix B, the thermal pressure derived from the [C ii] emission intensity analysis used in this paper is also consistent with radiative transfer analysis.
DISCUSSION

Molecular Gas Pressure
To understand better the scatter in the [C ii] intensity versus H 2 column density in Figure 7 and the effect of assuming a value for the fractional + abundance x(C/H 2 ), we consider a slightly different approach for displaying the data. We can rewrite Eq. A.8 as
where N(+ ) H 2 , expressed in units of 10 17 cm −2 , is the + column density in the H 2 gas corresponding to the column density N(H 2 ). Thus the ratio of [C ii] intensity to + column density is a direct measure of the thermal pressure. For the FUSE targets with measured H 2 column densities we can use N(+ ) H 2 = N(H 2 )x(C/H 2 ). Therefore to interpret the [C ii] intensities in terms of the measured N(H 2 ), it is necessary to assume a value of x(+ /H 2 ) which introduces considerable ambiguity in the derived parameters such as pressure and volume density. There exist large variations in x(C/H) values in the literature. For example, Esteban et al. (2013) fit a value ∼ 3.2×10 −4 for the solar neighborhood from deep echelle spectrophotometry of Galactic H ii regions (Esteban et al. 2013; García-Rojas & Esteban 2007) . Using the solar abundance of x(C/H) ∼ 2.8×10 −4 as a reference Jenkins (2009) derives depleted ISM gas phase carbon abundance ∼ 1.8 to 2.2×10 −4 . Parvathi et al. (2012) measure the ISM gas and dust-phase carbon abundance along 15 Galactic lines of sight and find values of gas phase x(C/H) between 0.7 and 4.6×10 −4 . As seen from Table 1 in our sample there are 13 targets that have column densities of H 2 from FUSE and N(+ ) from UV absorption studies. (We refer to the targets which have N(+ ) from UV absorption studies as UV-+ sample and those with H 2 absorption as FUSE-H 2 sample.) We can then use these targets to calibrate our data and estimate a more realistic value for x(+ /H 2 ) applicable to all LOSs in our diffuse H 2 sample using the following approach.
(1) First, for the targets in the UV-+ sample, we use the fraction of H 2 along the line of sight, f (H 2 ) = 2N(H 2 )/(2N(H 2 )+N(H i)), derived from the FUSE H 2 and H i column densities, to estimate the column density fraction of
where the total N(+ ) is listed in Table 1. (2) We then correlate N(+ ) H 2 and N(H 2 ) for these 13 targets. The slope of a linear fit to these data corresponds to x(+ /H 2 ). We find, x(+ /H 2 ) = (4.4±0.5)×10
−4 which is within the range of depletion with respect to H (x(C/H) ∼ 1.8 -2.2×10 −4 ) derived by (Jenkins 2009 ) (note x(C/H 2 ) = 2x(C/H)) and in our analysis it is obtained by using a sub-set of the FUSE targets themselves.
In Figure 8 we plot the ratio
The data points shown as crosses represent the targets in the FUSE-H 2 sample for which the N(+ ) H 2 are calculated using the H 2 column density and x(+ /H 2 )= 4.4×10 −4 . To further demonstrate the reliability of this value for x(+ /H 2 ) in Fig. 8 we
H 2 using a subset of 14 targets for which we have both N(+ ) data determined by STIS UV absorption studies and have HIFI [C ii] detections. The data points are shown as filled triangles representing the UV-+ sample for which the N(+ ) H 2 is obtained using N(+ ) and f (H 2 ) as discussed above. It may be noted that this data set is not dependent on the assumed values for x(C/H 2 ). Thus the distribution of these data points (filled triangles) in
H 2 space provides a "bench mark" for the data plotted using the measured N(H 2 ) (crosses). The thermal pressure shown along the Y-axis on the right side corresponds to the value of the [C ii] intensity to + column density ratio, I([C ii]) H 2 /N(+ ), shown along the Y-axis on the left (see Eq. 6). The degree of overlap between the two sets of data (the crosses and filled triangles) can be regarded as an independent validation of the assumed value for x(+ /H 2 ) and our overall approach for estimating thermal pressure using the
In a I([C ii])-P th representation, as shown in Figure 8 , our FUSE H 2 sample points (crosses) are distributed from the lower left (low pressure regime with low [C ii] intensity) to upper right (high pressure regime with high [C ii] intensity). This relationship seems to indicate that our H 2 cloud sample represents a population of clouds in an evolutionary sequence. Thus the [C ii] brightness of the cloud is a good indicator of the evolutionary status of the cloud: low brightness tracing formation stages while the high brightness ones the more evolved clouds in which increase in thermal pressure due to increase in density, UV field and gravity become more important. Alternatively, the H 2 clouds in our FUSE sample could 
-I([C ii]) H 2 /N(+ ) H 2 versus I([C ii]) H 2 using the data in Tables 1 & 2 (see text). I([C ii])
H 2 /N(+ ) H 2 is a direct measure of thermal pressure, P th , and the corresponding values (see Eq. 8) are marked on the Y-axis to the right. The crosses represent data points (FUSE-H 2 sample) for which the N(+ ) H 2 is computed from N(H 2 ) using x(+ /H 2 )= 4.4×10 −4 . Note that for the crosses we use the H 2 column density and the corresponding [C ii] intensity in the H 2 gas component along the LOS. The filled triangles represent data points (UV-+ sample) for which the N(+ ) H 2 is obtained using N(+ ) from direct UV absorption studies (references in Table 1 ) and H 2 fraction f (H 2 ) fraction (see text). The ellipses show the distribution of the H 2 clouds in the I([C ii]) versus P th space from the lower left to upper right suggesting a population of clouds in an evolutionary sequence-from low density, low pressure to a high pressure regime.
represent different environments, from low to high pressure regions.
Observational data on the diffuse H 2 cloud properties such as mass, density, kinetic temperature, thermal and turbulent pressures, and their chemical make up are key to understanding the evolution of gas phases in the ISM. Jenkins & Tripp (2011) have reviewed the status of the thermal gas pressure in diffuse H 2 clouds in the solar neighborhood. Their measurements of thermal pressure towards 89 target stars using the HST STIS absorption studies in the C i fine structure lines provide a large enough sample for comparison to our derivation of thermal pressures using the HIFI [C ii] emission in concert with the H 2 UV absorption data. There are a total of 15 target stars common to our FUSE H 2 sample and the JT2011 C i sample, and we have [C ii] detections in 14 of them ([C ii] was not detected in HD 147683 above a 5-σ noise). In Figure 9 we compare the thermal pressures derived by JT2011 with those from [C ii] emission.
As seen in Figure 9 the thermal pressures derived from I([C ii]) and N(H 2 ) are typically higher than the corresponding C i values in JT2011. Part of this difference may be due to the sensitivity of [C ii] emission to the PDR and FUV environments, as discussed further in Section 4.3. To bring out this difference more clearly we compare in Figure 10 histograms of the number distribution of P th measured with [C ii] and C i. The distribution maximum occurs for thermal pressures ∼4000 to 5000 K cm −3 in the C i sample and ∼7500 to 9000 K cm −3 in the [C ii] sample. The peaks are similar enough that we can regard these sources as corresponding to the ISM pressure in diffuse H 2 gas along the LOS, while those with much higher thermal pressure, P th ≥10 4 K cm −3 , as due to targetrelated PDR conditions. This bias is greatly enhanced by the likelihood for many of the target stars to occur in regions of high gas density especially, because they are generally of early spectral type as identified in Table 2 . The 158 µm [C ii] absorption measurements provides a more robust estimate of N(+ ) (Gerin et al. 2015) . The thermal pressures derived from these absorption data are also in the range of 3800 to 22,000 K cm −3 with a median value of 5900 K cm −3 . These values are broadly consistent with our results from [C ii] emission spectra. However, there are several sources of uncertainties in all these comparisons.
In the FUSE-H 2 sample among the total of 26 LOSs for which we measured the thermal pressure using the [C ii] emission, six have P th > 50,000 K cm −3 and eight have 12,000 < P th < 30,000 K cm −3 while 12 out of 26, have P th ≤ 10000 K cm −3 . In a sub-set of 14 LOSs common to both our [C ii] and JT2011 C i targets, seven LOSs measured with [C ii] and eleven measured with C i are in the low pressure regime with P th < 10,000 K cm −3 . When we exclude the high pressure PDR gas (P th > 10,000 K cm −3 ) the mean thermal pressure measured by [C ii] is 7700 K cm −3 , which is about 1.5 times higher than 5200 K cm −3 , measured by using C i. The differences in distribution of thermal pressures measured with [C ii] and C i, as seen in the histograms in Figure 10 , indicates the differences in their intrinsic sensitivity to tracing H 2 gas Fig. 9. -Comparison of the molecular gas pressure derived using the observed [C ii] intensities and H 2 column density with those derived by JT2011. The solid line represents the two pressures being equal.
in diffuse clouds. Systematic effects in the analysis of [C ii] emission and C i absorption can lead to over-/under-estimating thermal pressures. For example, if low values for x(+ /H) and x(+ /H 2 ) are used P th is overestimated or the contribution to observed [C ii] intensity from H i is underestimated. Furthermore, the uncertainties in P th listed in Table 2 are due to that in our estimate of the [C ii] intensity in the H 2 gas which in turn is mostly due to that in the contribution from H i (see Section 3.2.1 & Eq. 3). Thus P th is likely overestimated by underestimating the H i contribution. Indeed if we use the lower limit to P th as given by the uncertainties in Table 2 in the FUSE-H 2 sample, we find 13 LOS with P th < 10,000 K cm −3 with a mean pressure of 6100 K cm −3 which is in better agreement with C i results. We conclude that mean thermal pressure measured by [C ii] in diffuse H 2 gas is in the range of 6100 to 7700 K cm −3 . Goldsmith (2013) constrained the H 2 densities in diffuse molecular clouds using an excitation analysis of the UV absorption measurements of CO low lying rotational levels up to J=3 towards many of the targets in our sample. His procedure also uses the FUSE H 2 column densities that we use in our [C ii] analysis. He derives the H 2 density from the excitation temperatures of the CO rotational levels seen in absorption, assuming a kinetic temperature typical of such clouds (the results are not overly sensitive to T kin because the highest level observed, J=3, has an excitation energy of 33.2 K, much less than the typical T kin ∼ 70 K in the gas). The CO excitation analysis uses the column densities of the J = 1-0, 2-1, and 3-2 transitions, where available, and the more levels detected the better the estimate of density. In about 40% of the sources excitation temperatures for two transitions are available, and in about 17% all three were determined. When only one transition is detected only lower and upper limits on the densities can be determined. In Table 2 we list the H 2 gas densities along the target LOSs derived using the [C ii] intensities and the respective H 2 column densities [Eq. 5] . For comparison with the [C ii] measurements, in Table 2 we show the densities for 14 target LOSs derived from CO absorption data (Goldsmith 2013) . In Figure 11 we show a scatter plot of the densities derived independently using the far-IR [C ii] and UV CO data. The vertical bars for the densities measured with the CO data represents the range of densities constrained by the upper and lower limits given by Goldsmith (2013) . The plot shows a reasonable agreement considering the different assumptions in the two approaches and that two outliers with high densities are in the high pressure PDR gas. 
H 2 volume densities
Excess far-IR [C ii] emission towards the target stars
In a few cases the proximity of the target star to the absorbing H 2 cloud becomes important as the target star plays the role of an exciting source creating a dense bright PDR environment resulting in larger [C ii] intensities. In such cases the density and temperature structure within the H 2 cloud can vary significantly between the near-and far-side to the observer. These sources are readily distinguishable in UV by a rich spectrum of vibrationally excited H 2 observed by the STIS on HST (e.g. Meyer et al. (2001) ). In our sample, in addition to HD37021 & HD 37061, which lie in a strong UV and likely dense PDR environment in the Orion molecular cloud, there are several other target LOSs (BD +31 643, HD 34078HD 37903, HD 147888, HD152590 and HD 200775) that have [C ii] emission greatly enhanced by the presence of the PDRs. These are easily distinguished by their extremely high thermal pressure, P th > 15000 K cm −3 (see Table 2 ). The models for the PDR environment in HD 37903 (Gnaciński 2011 ), in HD 147888 (Gnaciński 2013 show high densities and temperature structure as a function of target distance on the near side of the cloud. In the case of HD37903 the populations of the excited H 2 rovibrational states are consistent with the high density (∼10 4 cm −3 ) molecular gas located about 0.5 pc from the B1.5 V star. BD +31 643 is a binary B5 V in IC 438, a young cluster (cf. Olofsson et al. (2012) ). HD 200775 is the illuminating source of the reflection nebula NGC 7023 (Federman et al. 1997) . HD 34078 is a runaway star with a dense shell at the stellar wind/molecular cloud interface that shows CH absorption and pronounced CO emission at the same V LS R velocities as the [C ii] emission (Boissé et al. 2009 ). Thus the presence of an enhanced UV field and ionization front in these target environments also enhance the [C ii] emission, thus yielding the high pressures we derived from [C ii] for these LOSs. The thermal pressures estimated from [C ii] intensities are underestimated, and represent likely lower bound. However, these targets require a detailed PDR modeling analysis using the temperature and density structures (cf. Gnaciński 2011).
(l − V) maps of [C ii] , H i and CO emissions
The target HD 115071 is located towards the Crux spiral arm tangency and the (l-V) maps (Fig. 3a) show a snapshot of the [C ii] and H i emissions, and the absence of CO at V LS R ∼ -45 km s −1 which bring out the differences among them in spiral arm tangencies. The angular resolution of the the H i 21 cm map (SGPS beam size ∼ 2.2 ′ ) is much lower than that of the CO or [C ii] maps, but has comparable velocity resolutions. Therefore, we can compare the velocity structures. Beyond the tangent velocity the [C ii] shows a relatively strong emission in contrast to that of H i (with no CO) consistent with the results reported by Velusamy et al. (2012 Velusamy et al. ( , 2015 that the [C ii] emission at this velocity is tracing the compressed warm ionized medium (WIM) along this spiral arm tangency. 
SUMMARY
The pressure in diffuse clouds is an important parameter in understanding the processes that affect their origin and determine their evolution. In this paper we have shown how [C ii] emission can be used to determine the thermal pressure and density in diffuse H 2 gas that is not readily traced in CO or other species. The diffuse H 2 clouds can be identified by the presence of ionized carbon (+ ) emission ([C ii]) without any CO emission. Thus [C ii] provides an additional tool to complement H 2 and C i studied by UV absorption towards bright stars.
In this paper, we present [C ii] observations along 27 LOSs towards target stars of which 25 have FUSE H 2 UV absorption data and demonstrate how it could be used to estimate the thermal pressure in diffuse H 2 clouds. We detect [C ii] 158 µm emission features in 26 of these LOSs. For three LOSs which are close to the Galactic plane |b| <1
• we also present longitude-velocity maps of [C ii] emission observed by HIFI in on-the-fly (OTF) spectral line mapping. We analyzed and correlated the [C ii] velocity components detected along these LOSs in terms of the diffuse H 2 gas seen in the UV absorption data. We use the intensities of the [C ii] velocity components along with the column density of the diffuse H 2 gas as seen in the UV to derive the thermal pressure and H 2 densities in the diffuse molecular clouds. The distribution of thermal pressure in diffuse H 2 clouds shows a peak at ∼ 7500 -9000 K cm −3 . Our results provide a validation of the use of [C ii] line intensity as a measure of the H 2 gas in the diffuse H 2 molecular clouds. We illustrate that the [C ii] intensity in H 2 clouds is a direct measure of the thermal pressure and that it traces the low-and high-pressure regimes in molecular cloud evolution.
Unlike the UV absorption studies which are limited to a pencil-like beam towards the direction of the target star, far-IR [C ii] line emission offers a much broader opportunity to study the diffuse H 2 gas over a cloud and throughout the Galaxy. Spectral line mapping has the further advantage allowing us to study in detail their spatial and velocity structures. We present examples of such spectral line map data towards three target LOSs. This use of [C ii] is particularly important in view of the new and enhanced opportunities from sub-orbital observations including SOFIA.
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APPENDIX
The thermal pressure in the interstellar medium is an important parameter for understanding interstellar cloud evolution but attempts to measure it in diffuse atomic and molecular clouds are generally restricted to lines of sight towards sources where absorption measurements of species such as neutral carbon and CO can be made in the UV and in the far-infrared [C ii]. Here we discuss a method to derive the thermal pressure from the fine-structure emission line of [C ii] when the kinetic temperature is unknown. The derivation is an extension of an earlier, but more restricted, solution suggested by Langer et al. (2014) between intensity and pressure. First we derive a solution in the low density limit applicable to a wide range of kinetic temperatures and then a more general solution, but valid over a more restricted range of T k .
A. LOW DENSITY SOLUTION
Here we derive an equation to relate I([C ii]) to the thermal pressure under some realistic restrictions on the gas kinetic temperature. In the optically thin limit (see Equation 25 in Goldsmith et al. 2012) 
where
A= 2.3×10 −6 s −1 , is the Einstein A-coefficient, the frequency ν 3/2,1/2 =1.9005 THz, and N 3/2 is the column density of the upper state in cm −2 . The units for I([C ii]) are K km s −1 . For a uniform medium we can write N 3/2 (C + )=n 3/2 (C + )L, where L is the path length in cm, and n 3/2 (C + ) is the number density of ionized carbon in the upper 2 P 3/2 state. For a two level system, in the optically thin regime, n 3/2 (C + ) can be solved exactly, yielding
where n tot (C + ) is the total carbon ion density, n(X) is the density for X, the dominant collision partner (H, H 2 , or e), n cr (X) is the critical density of X, T k is the kinetic temperature, and ∆E =91.21 K, is the excitation energy of the 2 P 3/2 state in Kelvins. Combining these terms yields
In the low density limit where n/n cr <<1, Equation A4 simplifies to, which can be rewritten in terms of the thermal pressure P 0 th (X) =n(X)T k , where X designates H or H 2 , and the pressure is in units of K cm −3 .
I([CII])
where we use P 0 to denote the thermal pressure in the low density limit. The term f (T k )=T −1 k e −∆E/T k is plotted in Figure A. 1. As discussed in Langer et al. (2014) it can be set to a constant value of 3.52×10 −3 to within ±15% over the temperature range 45 to 200K, which is the typical temperature range for [C ii] emission. The resulting approximate solution for the pressure in the low density limit is 
The critical density for H 2 with an ortho-to-para ratio of one is ∼4. 
where we have expressed the column density, N(C + ), in natural units of 10 17 cm −2 , N 17 (C + ). For atomic hydrogen regions n cr (H) ≃ 3.3×10 3 cm −3 for typical cloud temperatures, T k ∼100K , and in H i clouds 
B. GENERAL SOLUTION It is possible to generalize the solution for the thermal pressure to all densities, i.e. arbitrary n(X)/n cr (X), but under a slightly more restrictive temperature range. Fortunately this range, T k ∼ 65 to 125 K, is appropriate for most [C ii] emission arising from atomic and molecular hydrogen regions. We start by rewriting Equation A4 in terms of the thermal pressure, P th , for arbitrary n(X)/n cr (X), which gives If we do not know the kinetic temperature we see that from Figure B .1 over the important temperature range, 65 K to 125 K, we can set b(T) to a constant value and get a reasonable estimate of P th . We find that fixing b(T) = 2.70 fits P th /P 0 th to within ±25% over T k = 60 to 125 K, and to better than ±20% over 65 to ∼110 K. This substitution, when used with a fixed value for f (T k ), yields an approximate expression for P th (X) independent of density, 
which has a solution for I([C ii])/N 17 (C + ) 12.1. We plot the ratio P th /P 0 th from Equation B.4 in Figure B .1 (dashed line) and it can be seen to provide a reasonable solution for the temperature range 65 to 125 K, when T k is not well known. We do not recommend estimating the true thermal pressure for very large values of the ratio I([C ii])/N 17 (C + )≥5, unless the kinetic temperature is reasonably well known. To test how well Equation B.4 reproduces the pressure given the ratio I([C ii])/N(C + ) we compared the results to a radiative transfer model assuming a Large Velocity Gradient (LVG). We used the RADEX radiative transfer code (van der Tak et al. 2007 ) and the LAMDA data base (Schöier et al. 2005) to calculate I([C ii]) as a function of P = nT and column density, N(C + ). In contrast to our optically thin solution, the RADEX code includes the effects of [C ii] opacity, τ([C ii]). In the RADEX code we fixed T k = 100 K, the linewidth ∆V = 5 and 10 km s −1 , and the column density to N(C + ) = 5×10 17 and 2×10 18 cm −2 to represent a typical range in our data set. We then varied the density n(H 2 ) and calculate P=nT and I([C ii]). We found good agreement within 15 -20% between the approximate and RADEX solutions for P th .
